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Running instance of a docker image.

DOCKER CONTAINER

Containers are lighweight & fast as
they use host OS/kernel.

CONTAINERS ARE FAST

Containers run until the app they are
executing exists.

CONTAINER LIFE



A container is the runtime instance of an image. We start one or more containers from a
single image. 
 
The big difference between a VM and a container is that containers are faster and more
lightweight — instead of running a full-blown OS like a VM, containers share the OS/kernel
with the host they’re running on.

Docker containers: deep dive



The simplest way to start a container is with the docker container run command. The
command can take a lot of arguments, but in its most basic form you tell it an image to use
and a app to run: docker container run <image> <app> . 
 
This next command will start an Centos Linux container running the Bash shell as its
app: docker container run -it centos /bin/bash .



Containers run until the app they are executing exits. Linux container will exit when the Bash
shell exits. A really simple way to demonstrate this is to start a new container and tell it to
run the sleep command for 20 seconds. The container will start, run for 20 seconds and exit.



Containers and VMs both need a host to run on. 
 
In the VM model, the physical server is powered on and the hypervisor boots. Once the
hypervisor boots, it lays claim to all physical resources on the system such as CPU, RAM,
storage, and NICs. 
 
It then packages them into a software construct called a virtual machine (VM). We then take
those VMs and install an operating system and application on each one. 
 
We said we had a single physical server and needed to run 4 applications, so we’d create 4
VMs, install 4 operating systems, and then install the 4 applications.

Containers vs VMs





In the Docker world this can be Linux, or Windows that has support for the container
primitives in its kernel. Similar to the VM model, the OS claims all hardware resources. 
 
On top of the OS, we install a container engine such as Docker. The container engine then
takes OS resources such as the process tree, the filesystem, and the network stack, and
carves them up into secure isolated constructs called containers. 
 
Each container looks smells and feels just like a real OS. 
 
Inside of each container we can run an application. Like before, we’re assuming a single
physical server with 4 applications. Therefore, we’d carve out 4 containers and run a single
application inside of each.



Hypervisors perform hardware virtualization — they carve up physical hardware resources
into virtual versions. On the other hand, containers perform OS virtualization — they carve
up OS resources into virtual versions.



Another thing to consider is start times. Because a container isn’t a full-blown OS, it starts
much faster than a VM. Remember, there’s no kernel inside of a container that needs
locating, decompressing, and initializing — not to mention all of the hardware enumerating
and initializing associated with a normal kernel bootstrap. None of that is needed when
starting a container! The single shared kernel, down at the OS level, is already started! 
 
Net result, containers can start in less than a second. The only thing that has an impact on
container start time is the time it takes to start the application it’s running.
 
This all amounts to the container model being leaner and more efficient than the VM model.
We can pack more applications onto less resources, start them faster, and pay less in
licensing and admin costs, as well as present less of an attack surface to the dark side.



When we started the Centos container in the previous section, we told it to run the Bash
shell ( /bin/bash ). This makes the Bash shell the one and only process running inside of the
container. You can see this by running ps -elf from inside the container.

Container processes

The first process in the list, with PID 1, is the Bash shell we told the container to run. The
second process is the ps -elf command we ran to produce the list. This is a short-lived
process that has already exited by the time the output is displayed. So this container is
running a single process — /bin/bash .



This means that if you type exit , to exit the Bash shell, the container will also exit. The
reason for this is that a container cannot exist without a running process — killing the Bash
shell kills the container’s only process, resulting in the container also being killed. 
 
Press Ctrl-PQ to exit the container without terminating it. Doing this will place you back in
the shell of your Docker host and leave the container running in the background. You can
use the docker container ls command to view the list of running containers on your system.



Re-attach your terminal to it with the docker exec command. If you run the ps
command again you will now see two Bash processes. This is because the docker exec
command created a new Bash shell and attached to that. This means that typing exit in this
shell will not terminate the container, because the original Bash process will continue
running. Type exit to leave the container and verify it’s still running.



Stop and delete the container.



It’s a common myth that containers can’t persist data. Lets see the lifecycle of a container —
from birth, through work and vacations, to eventual death.

Container lifecycle

Data is still there, even when we skipped the shell.



Even if we stop the container the data still persist inside the container. Here we have
stopped the container, started it again, attached into it and check the contents.



You can stop, start, pause, and restart a container as many times as you want. And it’ll all
happen really fast. 
 
But the container and its data will always be safe. It’s not until you explicitly delete a
container that you run any chance of losing its data. 
 
And even then, if you’re storing container data in a volume, that data’s going to persist even
after the container has gone.



When you kill a running container with docker container rm <container> -f , the container
will be killed without warning. The procedure is quite violent — giving the container, and the
app it’s running, no chance to straighten its affairs before being killed.
 
Likewise, its never recommended to use --rm option while running a container. Its a SIGKILL.
 
However, the docker container stop command is far more polite giving it a chance to get
things in order before the end comes. Once the docker stop command returns, you can then
delete the container with docker container rm . Its a SIGTERM.

Stopping containers gracefully



always
unless-stopped
on-failed

Its always a good idea to run containers with a restart policy. It’s a form of self-healing
that enables Docker to automatically restart them after certain events or failures have
occurred.
 
Restart policies are applied per-container, and can be configured imperatively on the
command line as part of docker-container run commands, or declaratively in Compose files
for use with Docker Compose and Docker Stacks. Following restart policies exist:
 

Self healing containers



The always policy is the simplest. It will always restart a stopped container unless it has
been explicitly stopped, such as via a docker container stop command. 
 
An easy way to demonstrate this is to start a new interactive container with the --restart
always policy, and tell it to run a shell process. When the container starts you will be
attached to its shell. Typing exit from the shell will kill the container’s PID 1 process and
therefore kill the container. 
 
However, Docker will automatically restart it because it was started with the --restart always
policy. If you issue a docker container ls command, you will see that the container’s uptime
will be less than the time since it was created.



An interesting feature of the --restart always policy is that a stopped container will be
restarted when the Docker daemon starts.
 
So if you start two containers one with restart policy as "always" and other with restart
policy as "unless-stopped". Then you stop both the containers using docker container stop
command. And then you restart the docker daemon using systemctl restart docker.
 
You will see that the container with "always" restart policy will start automatically after the
docker daemon starts, but not "unless-stopped" container. 



You have to explicitly stop and remove the container, if you wish to remove it.



The main difference between the always and unless-stopped policies is that containers with
the --restart unless-stopped policy will not be restarted when the daemon restarts
(systemctl restart docker) if they were in the Stopped (Exited) state. 
 
The on-failure policy will restart a container if it exits with a non-zero exit code. It will also
restart containers when the Docker daemon restarts, even containers that were in the
stopped state.



We can get details about a container using docker container inspect command.

Inspecting containers



The simplest, quickest & dangerous way to get rid of every running container on your Docker
host. Be warned though, the procedure will forcible destroy all containers without giving
them a chance to clean up. 
 
This should never be performed on production systems or systems running important
containers.

Cleaning up



WHAT WE LEARNED

How and why containers are fast and better from VMs. VMs does hardware
virtualization, whereas containers does OS virtualization.
 
Using the docker container run command to start a couple of simple containers, and we
saw the difference between interactive containers in the foreground versus containers
running in the background.
 
Using docker container inspect command to view detailed container metadata.
 
 


